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U.S. Fed hikes rates by 50 bps - signals more hikes to come next year 
    

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Current Update: 

❖ The U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) delivered a slower pace of rate hike of 50 bps after announcing four-straight 

rate hike of 75 bps in 2022 as part of its aggressive battle to bring down the rising inflation that is plaguing the 

U.S. economy.  

❖ The U.S. policy makers voted unanimously to lift their key rate to a target range of 4.25% to 4.50%, its highest 

level since 2007. 

❖ “The inflation data received so far in October and November show a welcome reduction in the pace of price 

increases, but it will take substantially more evidence to give confidence inflation is on a sustained 

downward path”. Powell said. 

❖ Powell also added that inflation battle not won, more rate hikes coming. 

❖ The "ultimate level" of the Federal Reserve's benchmark policy rate is estimated to be as high as 5.1% in 

2023 before ending the inflation battle.  

❖ Policymakers expect their interest-rate hikes to push the unemployment rate, now at 3.7%, to 4.6% in the 

final quarter of 2023, and stay there through 2024. Three months ago, the jobless rate was seen rising to 4.4%. 

 

U.S. Inflation peeking:  

 

❖ U.S. inflation data has shown a 

moderate decrease in November 

compared to October  2022 on Y-o-Y 

basis. In November 2022, CPI 

inflation rose to 7.1% over the year. 

❖ U.S. Consumer Price Index peaked at 

9.1% Y-o-Y in June but it failed to 

come down as quickly in recent 

months as Fed officials had hoped.   

 

Impact on Markets: 

❖ In reaction to the hawkish stance of the 

Fed, the U.S. equities, the S&P 500 dropped 0.6% to close at 3,995, while the Nasdaq Composite slipped 

0.8% to finish at 11,171 on December 14, 2022. 

Key Highlights: 
 

▪ The U.S. Federal Reserve raised its target interest rate by 50 bps to a range of 4.25%-4.50% 

▪ This 50 bps points hike has now taken the interest rates to a 15 year high i.e. since 2007 

▪ The Fed projects raising rates as high as 5.1% before ending inflation battle 

▪ The U.S. CPI inflation stood at 7.1% in November, as against 7.7% in October 
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❖ On December 15, 2022, Indian stock markets fell, tracking a slide in Asian peers, while the rupee depreciated 

26 paise to 82.77 against the U.S. dollar. 

❖ The benchmark Indian 10-year government bond yield clsed flat at 7.24% on December 15, 2022. On the 

previous day, it had ended at 7.22% levels. 

 

 

 

 

To Conclude: 

The U.S. Fed policy rates may remain at the higher levels for longer till core inflations comes down towards 2%. 

While, in Indian market expects the RBI to increase its policy repo rate by 25 bps in the upcoming monetary 

policy scheduled in February 2023 before taking a pause. In India, the rising U.S. interest rates present 

challenges for the RBI Governor. When the Fed raises its policy rates, the difference between the interest rates of 

India and the U.S. narrows. This makes India less attractive for the currency carry trade. Further, a weakening rupee 

will put pressure on inflation via higher cost of imported goods and services. 

 
We believe Global equity markets, including the Indian markets will stay volatile for the time being, till the 

rate hike cycle continues globally amid Ukraine & Russia conflict, and its effect on global inflation. The yield 

curve which measures the difference between long-term and short-term Treasury yields, shows U.S. treasury yield 

curve inverts to depths not seen since 1980’s. Also, with further rate hike are on the cards for most of major 

developed economies across the world fear of “stagflation” are at their highest since the onset of the Great 

Recession in 2008. 

 

Investment Approach: 

Investors should not try to time the market and investors should follow the desired asset allocation to avoid 

unfavourable portfolio outcomes in case of any volatility that flows in the Indian markets due to tapering. 
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History of 12 U.S. rate hike cycles have proven that the S&P 500 has risen by an average annualised rate of 9.4% 

Source: Moneycontrol; Returns less than one year are absolute and greater than one year are CAGR 
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Disclaimer 

Tata Capital Financial Services Limited ("TCFSL") is registered with The Association of Mutual Funds in India as a Mutual Fund 
Distributor bearing ARN No.84894 and Tata Capital Wealth is a service offering by TCFSL.  
This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to you. 
TCFSL is not soliciting any action based upon it. Nothing in this report shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any security or product, 
or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any such transaction. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the 
particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of the reader.  
This report has been prepared for the general use of the clients of the TCFSL and must not be copied, either in whole or in part, or distributed or 
redistributed to any other person in any form. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use or disclose the information in this report in 
any way. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. TCFSL will not 
treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. Neither this document nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the 
United States (to US Persons), Canada or Japan or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States or Canada or distributed, or redistributed 
in Japan to any residents thereof. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by the law applicable in the relevant 
jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions.  
It is confirmed that, the author of this report has not received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the report in the preceding 12 
months. No part of the compensation of the report creator was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the inclusion of specific 
recommendations or views in this report The author, principally responsible for the preparation of this report, receives compensation based on 
overall revenues of TCFSL and TCFSL has taken reasonable care to achieve and maintain independence and objectivity in making any 
recommendations.  
Neither TCFSL nor its directors, employees, agents, representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special 
or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information contained in this report.  
The report is based upon information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but TCFSL does not make any representation or warranty 
that it is accurate, complete or up to date and it should not be relied upon as such. It does not have any obligation to correct or update the 
information or opinions in it. TCFSL or any of its affiliates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise 
to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. TCFSL or any of its affiliates or employees do not provide, at 
any time, any express or implied warranty of any kind, regarding any matter pertaining to this report, including without limitation the implied 
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. The recipients of this report should rely on their own 
investigations. This information is subject to change without any prior notice. TCFSL reserves at its absolute discretion the right to make or refrain 
from making modifications and alterations to this statement from time to time. Nevertheless, TCFSL is committed to providing independent and 
transparent recommendations to its clients, and would be happy to provide information in response to specific client queries.  
Certain products -including those involving futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities - involve substantial 
risk and are not suitable for all investors. Reports based on technical analysis centers on studying charts of a stock’s price movement and trading 
volume, as opposed to focusing on a company’s fundamentals and as such, may not match with a report on a company’s fundamentals.  
Before making an investment decision on the basis of this report, the reader needs to consider, with or without the assistance of an adviser, 
whether the advice is appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. There are risks involved in 
securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual security may even become valueless. International investors 
are reminded of the additional risks inherent in international investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic 
conditions, which may adversely affect the value of the investment. Neither TCFSL nor the director or the employee of TCFSL accepts any liability 
whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of this report and/or further communication in relation to this 
report.  
We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees worldwide may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the 
securities thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or 
other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company (ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or lender / 
borrower to such company (ies) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and 
opinions.  
Investments in securities are subject to market risk; please read the SEBI prescribed Combined Risk Disclosure Document prior to investing. 
Derivatives are a sophisticated investment device. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors before actually trading 
in derivative contracts. Our report should not be considered as an advertisement or advice, professional or otherwise. 
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Tata Capital Financial Services Limited (“TCFSL”) is registered with the Reserve Bank of India as a Non Deposit Accepting Systemically Important 
Non-Banking Finance Company (“NBFC-ND-SI”). 
Tata Capital Financial Services Limited (“TCFSL”) bearing License no. CA0076 valid till 31st Mar 2022, acts as a composite Corporate Agent for 
TATA AIA Life Insurance Company Limited, HDFC Life Insurance Company Limited, TATA AIG General Insurance Company Limited and New 
India Assurance Company Limited. Please note that, TCFSL does not underwrite the risk or act as an insurer. For more details on the risk factors, 
terms & conditions please read sales brochure carefully of the Insurance Company before concluding the sale. Participation to buy insurance is 
purely voluntary. 
TCFSL is also engaged in Mutual Fund Distribution business and is registered with The Association of Mutual Funds in India (“AMFI”) bearing 
ARN No. 84894 and Tata Capital Wealth is a service offering by TCFSL. Please note that all Mutual Fund Investments are subject to market risks, 
read all scheme related documents carefully before investing for full understanding and details. 
TCFSL distributes:  
(a) Mutual Fund Schemes of TATA Mutual Fund 
(b) Life Insurance Policies of Tata AIA Life Insurance Company Limited 
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ranging from 0.00% to 5.00% on Life Insurance Policies bought through TCFSL. TCFSL receives commission ranging from 0.00% to 25.00% on 
General Insurance Policies bought through TCFSL. TCFSL receives commission ranging from 0.00% to 2.00% on Corporate Fixed deposit made 
through TCFSL.  
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Stamp Duty, Exchange transaction charges, SEBI turnover fee etc. TCFSL does not recommend any transaction which is required to be dealt 
with on a Principal to Principal basis. 
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